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CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND 

1.1 SequenceL 

Writing a program is a hard task. Much of the difficulty stems from use of recursive 

and iterative control structures. These structures are necessary largely because operators 

are designed to act on scalars and data products are nonscalar. Thus, for these operators 

to process complex data structures, individual elements have to be accessed and acted 

on one after another in complex schedules, which must be designed by the programmer. 

Programmers have to write the control structures explicitly while visualizing the data 

product (what they are really interested in) in their mind. The problem gets even more 

complicated when it comes to writing concurrent or parallel programs. 

SequenceL [3, 4] brings a new approach to programming. It is intended to ease 

the burden on the programmer. As opposed to the traditional way of programming, 

SequenceL allows direct description and manipulation of nonscalar data products and 

lets the control structures be implied. The operators can act directly on nonscalars; 

thus, the need for iterative and recursive control structures is reduced. This higher level 

of abstraction provided by SequenceL is intented to help programmers better focus on 

the problem solution. The control structures are largely hidden from the programmer. 

Another major advantage is that when operations on nonscalar data are described in 

SequenceL, parallelisms can be detected automatically without any additional effort from 

the programmer. 

A complete syntax and semantics of SequenceL is presented in Chapter III. 

1.2 Abstract State Machines (ASM's) 

It is widely believed that every computable function can be computed by a Turing 

Machine (TM). This suggests that a TM solves the problem of giving the general definition 

of an algorithm. One problem here is that the states of a TM are strings of bits. Thus, they 

often cannot elegantly capture our intuition of a state of an algorithm involving complex 

mathematical objects, such as real numbers and matrices. Moreover, what we intuitively 



see as single step of an algorithm may take more steps in a TM. This causes a wide gap 

between our intuition of algorithms and the way those algorithms are represented on such 

a machine. It is easy to get lost among bits so that the intuitive steps of an algorithm 

are no longer obvious. Thus, there is a need for an abstract machine whose states as well 

as the transitions between them are richer and more flexible. ASM's [9] offer a candidate 

for solving this problem. We can construct ASM's with different abstraction levels at 

which we want to simulate algorithms and specification of systems. To give an example, 

with ASM's, semantics of a programming language can be expressed at the assembly level 

or at a much higher level that is close to intuitive understanding of that language. This 

flexibility comes from the fact that states of an ASM are represented with function symbols 

whose semantics can be as complex as we want. Since states are basically the function 

symbols' interpretations, a transition from a state to another is caused by a change in the 

interpretation of one or more fucntion symbols in that state. This intuitiveness comes at 

a price; the states of a such an abstract machine is sophisticated. The rest of this chapter 

is dedicated to the explanation of an ASM and its states. 

1.2.1 States of an ASM 

We will jump ahead a bit and discuss an example of an ASM on the intuitive level. 

We will give the formal definitions of its underlying mechanisms in the rest of Chapter I. 

Figure 1.1 shows the states of the ASM that computes the factorial of a positive integer. 

The factorial of x at an initial state is going to be stored in y at the final state. In this 

example, we begin from an initail state where y = I and x = 3 and apply the rule shown 

below, 

if a; > 0 then 

block 

y:= y* x 

X := X- I 

endblock 

endif 
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Figure 1.1: A factorial example 

This factorial example is a simple one. We can understand this example with our 

intuition. In fact, we would not really need any rigorous method to give precise semantics, 

if all problems were this simple. Much more importantly, we would not need to prove 

that an algorithm is correct. The fact is that when it comes to complex algorithms acting 

on complex objects, the need for a mathematically rigorous system to give formal precise 

semantics arises. It would be desirable if we had such rigorous and precise semantics 

system close to our intuition. Unlike Turing Machines, ASM's can represent how an 

algorithm evolves in a way that matches to our intuition. States of an ASM can be 

thought of as steps of an algorithm. Moving from one state to the next is moving from 

one step of an alogrithm to the next. The price we pay for both advantages of ASM 

intuitiveness and precision is that semantics of states is sophisticated. States of an ASM 

are defined in terms of their Vocabulary, interpretation function and universe which are 

explained in the following sections. 

1.2.1.1 Vocabulary and Terms 

A vocabulary is a collection of function symbols with fixed arities. Some function 

symbols are marked as relation symbols (or predicates). Predicates are treated as func

tions that return either true or false. The nullary function symbols true, false, undef and 

the equality sign, and the standard propositional logic connectives are contained in the vo

cabulary. Terms are formed from one or more function symbols of a vocabulary as follows. 



Definition 1.1. A term can be: 

1. a function symbol of 0-arity (nullary), or 

2. a function symbol of arity r followed by r terms, separated from one another by 

commas and enclosed in parantheses. For example, f{ti, ^2, • • • A) is a term where 

/ i s a function symbol of arity r and ii, ^2, • • • ,<r are also terms. 

The central notion of ASM's is the concept of a state. We are now ready to define 

it: 

Definition 1.2. A state 5 is a 3-tuple < V, X, g > where 

1. V is a vocabulary, 

2. X is a nonempty set (the universe), and 

3. g is an interpretation function on l^over X The interpretation function g maps each 

function symbol of arity r > 0 to a function from X'" to X, and each 0-arity function 

symbol to an element of X. 

We will start with an example state and delve into it further with each concept we discuss 

along the way: 

Example 1.1. Let us consider an example state E Assume that the vocabulary Voi E 

consists of two nullary function symbols x and y along with a unary function symbol z. 

Suppose the universe X of ^̂  is the set of nonnegative integers together with three atoms 

a, b, and c. Terms of K include x, y, z{x), z{z{y)) and so forth. In order to complete the 

definition of the state we need an interpretation function g that maps function symbols 

of Kto their interpretations. Let g map a; to 1, and y to 3. Let g map the unary function 

symbol zio {1 >—> a, 2 >—>b, 5 t—> c}, meaning that interpretation of z maps 1 to a, 2 to b, 

and 3 to c. For the remainder of this chapter let E denote this 3-tuple < V, X, g >. 

Strictly speaking, an interpretation function maps function symbols to their inter

pretations. An interpretation function gives rise to interpretation of terms in the following 

way. 



1.2.1.2 Interpretation of Terms 

In any state S = < V, X, g >, the interpretation of a function symbol /of 0-arity 

is g{f). The interpretation of a term of the form, f{ti, t2, • •. ,tr), is given by 

9{f){g{ti),g (^2), ••• ,9 (tr)) - the interpretation of the function symbol /applied to inter

pretation of its argument terms. 

Example 1.2. Let us consider our Example 1.1 where the interpretation of the nullary 

function symbol y is 3 and a; is 1. The interpretation of the term z{x) is a and the 

interpretation of z{y) is c. 

1.2.2 Updates 

Intuitively, steps of an algorithm may change the states of a physical or a vir

tual memory which holds state of the algorithm. In ASM's, these changes are for

mally modelled as updates. Throughout this section suppose that state 5 is a 3-tuple 

< V, X, g > where 1/ is a vocabulary, X is a universe, and g is an interpretation func

tion.Definition 1.3. A location of state 5 is a pair (/ a) where / i s an r-ary function 

symbol in the vocabulary V of S, and a is an r-tuple elements of the universe X oi S. A 

location can also be a nullary function symbol itself. 

Let us go back to our Example 1.1. Two of the possible locations of E are (x) and 

{z, 3). A location forms part of an update, which is defined next. 

Definition 1.4. An update of a state 5 is a pair {I, /3) where / is some location of S, and 

P is an element of the universe X of S. 

For example, {{z, 1), c)and((2/), 5) can be two of the possible updates of .E in Example 1.1. 

Intuitively, an update ((/ a), (3) is executed by altering the interpretation function g so 

that the interpretation of/maps a to /3. Formal definition of an update execution is given 

in Definition 1.6. 

When we move from a state to the next state, no conflicting updates should happen. 

This means that different values should not be assigned to the same location. The formal 

definition of such a set of updates is given in the following definition. 



Definition 1.5. Suppose f/is a set of updates of 5 where 

U= {{h, Pi), {I2, P2), •••, (/„, /?„)}. We say that Uis consistent if 

U = Ij whenever Pi = Pj. 

Basically, interpretation function changes for function symbols whose interpretations have 

been changed and remain unchanged for the remainder of function symbols. We will next 

define the execution of a set of updates: 

Definition 1.6. Suppose Si and 52 are states of vocabulary Fwith the same universe 

X and semantic maps gi and 32 respectively. Let [/ be a consistent set of updates on 

vocabulary V and the universe X We say that ^2 is obtained from Si by executing U if 

1. whenever ((/, x), y) € U, g2{f) maps a; to y. 

2. whenever ((/), y) G U, g2{f) = y where / i s a nullary function symbol. 

3. whenever / i s a function symbol of Vof arity r, x is an r-tuple on X, and [/does not 

contain an update of the form ((/, x), y), then (32 {f)){x) = {gi {f}){x). 

4. whenever / is a nullary function symbol of V and U does not contain an update of 

the form {{f), y), then g2{f) = ffi(/)-

After giving the formal definition of an update execution, next is an example of it: 

Excimple 1.3. Let state Si be E at Example 1.1. The unary function symbol z (mapped 

to {-?!—> a, 2\-^b, 3^^ c}) can be thought of as the identifier of an array with three 

elements: a b c . Suppose we want to change the contents of z from a b c to a c c 

The appropriate update set is {{{z, 2), c)}. Executing this update set at Si according 

to Definition 1.6 will result in a state 52 in which the interpretation of z has become 

{1 >->• a, 2 i-> c, 3 \-^ c} and interpretation of x and y have remained unchanged. 

1.2.3 Update Rules 

Changes in states of an ASM can be made through a set of updates that are 

described by update rules of an ASM. 



1.2.3.1 Syntax of Update Rules 

The syntax of update rules is given in the following definition. 

Definition 1.7. An update rule R of & vocabulary V may have one of the following 

forms: 

1. Ah,t2,...,tr) :=to 

where / i s an r-ary function symbol and io,^i,*2,<3,- • •, tr are terms of V. Basically, 

this is an assignment rule. 

2. if g then RQ endif 

where g is a term of V that evaluates to true or false and Ri is an ASM rule, g is 

called the guard of rule RQ. 

3. block 

Ri 

Rk 

endblock 

Where rules i?i through Rk are executed simultaneously. The keywords block and end-

block are often omitted. 

1.2.3.2 Semantics of Update Rules 

The Semantics of an update rule is a set of updates associated with it at each 

state. We now define how to associate a set of updates with a rule: 

Definition 1.8. Let 5 be a state < V, X, g >. 

1. If i? is a rule of the form f{ti,... ,tr) := to, then the update set associated with R 

at state S is {( ((f), (^(ti), - • •, ff(ir))), 5(̂ 0) )}• 

2. If 72 is a rule of the form if C then i?i endif, then the update set of rule R at state 

S is the update set of rule Ri at state 5 if C evaluates to true in 5. Otherwise, the 

update set is the empty set. 



3. If ii is a rule of the form 

block 

Ri 

Rk 

endblock 

then the update set of R at state 5 is the union of the update sets of Ri through 

Rk at state S. 

An example of an ASM will be given in the next section that will demonstrate the se

mantics of update rules. 

1.2.4 Abstract State Machines 

Informally, an Abstract State Machine (ASM) consists of the following components: 

• a set of states, 

• a subset of the set of states, which are designated as initial states, and 

• a transition function r, which maps each state to its successor state. 

We continue our discussion with a more formal definition of ASM's. 

Definition 1.9. An ASM is a 3-tuple < S, I, T > where 

1. 5 is a set of states ah having the same vocabulary, 

2. 7 is a subset of S, and 

3. T is a function from S to S. In practice, the transition function r is expressed in the 

form of update rules. 

A state is defined in Definition 1.2. The vocabulary of an ASM is the vocabulary 

of its states. We will return to the factorial example we have touched at the begining 

of Section 1.2.1. With this factorial example we intend to illustrate the definitions of a 

vocabulary, universe, state, update rules, sets of updates, and their execution. 



Example 4. Let us call the factorial ASM F discussed in Section 1.2. Suppose the 

vocabulary V of F consists of the two nullary function symbols x and y, and the universe 

X of F is the nonnegative integers. We wiU allow states in which nullary function symbols 

X and y are interpreted as nonnegative integers. We will allow initial states where y is 

interpreted as the number 1. It only remains to define the transition function r for F 

The transition function is expressed in the form of a rule R given below: 

if ar > 0 then 

block 

y ••= y * X 

X := X- 1 

endblock 

endif 

Intuitively, our machine will find the factorial of the initial value of x and store it into y. 
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of States of the Factorial ASM 

Let us consider an initial state, Si, where y = 1 and x = 3. Since the guard of 

R evaluates to true at Si, the update set of the rule R at Si is {{{y), 3), {{x), 2)} in 

accordance with Definition 1.8. Executing this update set yields 52 (update execution is 

defined in Definition 1.6). Similarly, we obtain 53 and 54 by executing the set of updates 

of rule R at 52 and 53, respectively. At 54, the guard fails, so the update set is empty. 

This state is considered terminal. At this final state 54, notice that y contains the value 

of the factorial of 3. 

A non-trivial example of ASM's giving operational semantics to some constructs 

of the C Programming language is given in Section 2.2. 



1.3 Real Time ASM (RASM) 

SequenceL takes advantage of parallehsms by dividing a task into its parallelly 

executable subtasks. These subtasks are candidates for execution on different processors. 

This means that computation is distributed among different processors that may run with 

different speeds. Because of this, it is not known beforehand the order in which subtasks 

will be completed. This causes uncertainty of what the next state of the computation 

is going to be. Since asynchronous parallel execution is an important aspect of Sequen

ceL, we need a semantics that is able to reflect this. The sequential ASM falls short of 

expressing this nondeterminism because the transition function r of sequential ASM's 

maps each state to its unique successor. However, with real time ASMs [10] we can have 

different runs starting from the same initial state. We also prefer to look at the parallelly 

executing subtasks as realtime computations. Whichever subtask finsihes execution first 

changes the state of computation. As a result, real time ASMs are better for SequenceL. 

1.3.1 Parallel Rules 

We will introduce two more kinds of rules callled parallel synchronous and parallel 

asynchronous rules. The syntax of parallel synchronous and asynchronous rules is given 

in the following definition. 

Definition 1.10. With these two new rules we extend the definition of rules given in 

Definition 1.7. 

1. VEU- Granges synchronously over D 

R(Z) 

endv2tr 

where Z is variable and D is & domain, a subset of a universe of a state and R 

is a rule that contains Z as its term. The update set associated with the parallel 

synchronous rule is the union of all the update sets of R(Z) for every Z e D. The 

union of the updates sets are executed simultaneously. 

10 



2. var Z ranges asynchronously over D 

R(Z) 

endveo-

where Z is variable and D is & domain, a subset of a universe of a state and R is a 

rule that contains Z as its term.The parallel asynchronous rule is a shorthand for 

a collection of rules each with its own set of updates of R(Z) for every Z £ D. In 

Contrast to the parallel synchronous rule, different instances of the asynchronous 

rule may be executed at different times. 

A RASM vocabulary is associated with a 3-tuple < S, 1, E > of disjoint sets S, I, 

and E. S is called a set of static function symbols, I internal dynamic function symbols, 

and E external dynamic function symbols. The nuUary function symbol CTis an external 

function and stands for the current time. It evaluates to a real number at every state. 

The union of vocabulary V and CT is denoted by 1/+. Let us look at more closely the 

types of functions of a vocabulary V: Static functions, members of S, do not change during 

the evolution of states. Thus, they cannot appear on the left hand side of an assignment. 

Internal dynamic functions, members of /, can only be changed by update rules. External 

dyanmic functions, members of E, are changed only by the environment whose values may 

change from state to state. They cannot appear on the left hand side of an assignment. 

Let us define an RASM. 

Definition 1.11. A real-time ASM consists of an ASM rule i? of a vocabulary V'^ 

The rule R describes the behavior of internal dynamic functions. The external dynamic 

functions are governed by the environment. 

We have given the definition of an RASM and let us see what constitutes a run of 

such an abstract machine. 

Definition 1.12. A run IH of a RASM of vocabulary F+ and a rule i? is a mapping from 

the interval [0, oo) to the states of vocabulary F+ satisfying the foUowing requirements 

where p(t) is the reduction of lH(t) to V. 

11 



1. Universe Invariability: The universe does not change during a run, that is, for 

any non-negative reals s and t the universes at D{{s) and D\{t) are the same. 

2. Current Time: CT evaluates to t at every 5n(t). 

3. Discreteness: For every T > 0, there is a finite sequence 

0 = to<ti< ...<tn = T such that ff ti < a < P < ti+i then p{a) = p{P). Intiu-

tively, this requirement means during an interval of time a finite number of events 

can occur. 

It follows from the discreteness property that for every t, there exists tt > 0 such 

that p{t -\- et) = p{t + e) whenever 0 < e < ê . We wih write p{t +) for p{t + et). 

For every t > 0, there exists e* > 0 such that p{t - et) = p{t - e) whenever 0 < e < 

et. We wiU write p{t -) for p{t - et). 

4. Internally Significant Time: If p{t-^) differs from p{t), then p{t-l-) is the state 

that obtained from p{t) by executing the set of updates associated with RASM's 

rule R at lH(t). Time t is internally significant. External functions remain the same 

in p{t) and p(t-i-). 

5. Externally Significant Time: If t> 0 and p{t -) differs from p(t), then values of 

some external functions are different in these two states. Internal functions remain 

unchanged in p{t -) and p{t). 

Next is an RASM example to illustrate the RASM definitions. 

Example 1.4. Let 9̂  be a RASM and its vocabulary consist of the function symbols x 

and y where x is an internal dynamic function and y an external dynamic function. Let 

the rule R shown below be its only rule. 

if 2/ = -1 then 

x:= 1 

endif 

12 
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Figure 1.3: An RASM legal run 

if 2/ = -2 then 

x:=2 

endif 

A legal run of this RASM is shown in Figure 1.3. The interpretation of x changes 

only when a set of updates of a rule is executed that changes the interpretation of x. 

What is shown in Figure 1.4 is not a run of 91. It is not a run because the 

interpretation of x changes at ii even though no update set that changes x has been 

executed before ti. 

13 
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CHAPTER II 

ASM METHODOLOGY AND AN ASM EXAMPLE 

2.1 ASM Methodology to Specify and Verify Systems 

ASM's have been used as a specification and verification methodology in a wide 

variety of areas. Some applications of ASM's are specifying and verifying hardware de

signs, giving formal semantics of data base models, programming languages, specification 

of distributed systems, protocols, real time systems, and algorithms. 

2.1.1 Prolog 

A mathematical model is available for the full programming language of Prolog. It 

covers all control structures, database operations, solution collecting predicates and error 

handling facilities. Please refer to [6] for Prolog's semantics. 

2.1.2 C and C++ 

The formal operational semantics of the ANSI C language is given by an ASM [11]. 

The semantics of C is extended with additional rules to give the operational semantics 

of C-I-+ [5]. An example of a C program with some syntactic constructs is given in 

Section 2.2. 

2.1.3 Standard ML (SML) 

A subset of the functional programming language SML is given operational seman

tics by ASM [8]. Any SML program can be derived from these basic constructs forming 

the basic subset of SML. Therefore, semantics of full SML is effectively given. 

2.1.4 DLX 

ASM are used by hardware designers for a precise documentation and verifica

tion of the correctness of their designs. A specification and verification of Hennessy and 

Patterson's pipelined RISC microprocessor DLX is described with ASM [2]. Pipehning 

is an important technique to have faster CPUs. This method exploits the possibility of 

independent execution of (parts of) instructions. This way, parallel execution of such 

15 



instructions can be accomplished. Since pipelining is transparent to the programmer, it 

is important to have a correct design. 

2.1.5 The Bakery Algorithm 

The ASM's ability to be tailored at different abstraction levels makes it possible 

to prove an algorithm in lower or higher levels. Lamport's bakery algorithm is shown to 

be correct at different levels of abstraction using an ASM [1]. 

2.1.6 Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) 

PVM is a virtual distributed architecture that is widely used in networks of het

erogeneous computers. An ASM model of PVM is given in [7], showing how one can build 

such an abstract model for PVM starting from basic features of such a system to the 

central components of it. 

2.2 An ASM Example 

It is notoriously hard to provide semantics of a procedural language with deno-

tational semantics technique. ASM's simplify this task to a great extent. It would be 

instructive to illustrate an ASM program and its execution of rules with an example from 

the C Programming Language. Basically, an ASM program is a collection of update rules. 

Below is a C program that declares a variable and assigns a value to it and multiplies 

the contents of the variable by 2, assigning the product back into the same memory. Its 

corresponding ASM program and execution of it are presented in the following discussion, 

in t x; 

x = 5 ; 

x = X * 2 ; 

2.2.1 The Universe 

The disjoint domains of the universe are described here. The domain Int is the set 

of integers and Addr is a set of memory addresses. Nodes has nodes as its elements. Each 

node is associated with three things: A node has a label, a value, and name. Label is a 

domain having labels. A value of a node can be an element of the Addr, Int domains or 
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undef Another domain called Name has names for nodes. The names of nodes are shown 

to the left of a node in Figure 2.1. 

2.2.2 The Vocabulary 

The vocabulary for the above C program consists of the dynamic unary functions 

Childl, Child2, ChildS and Parent that map the current node to its first child and to 

is second child and so forth. A unary dynamic function Label assigns labels to nodes. 

Dynamic nullary function C, which denotes the current node, makes it possible to know 

where we are at any instant in the tree. The mapping from a node labeled with declaration 

or identifier to their variable names is done by the unary function VarNamed. The dynamic 

unary function symbol Contents assigns values to memory addresses. Last VisitedChild and 

BigSister dynamic unary functions take a node and map it to the last visited child or to 

the immediate sibling to the right of that node. Each node's value in the tree is initially 

set to undef to mean they have not been visited yet. The unary Val function takes a node 

and maps it to its value. The ChooseAddr nullary function returns an available address 

for storage. Decl function takes a node with identifier and maps it to a node where the 

identifier to its declaration node. The unary function Cons^Va/takes a node with a integer 

numeral and maps it to its number. The binary multiply function (*) is interpreted as 

the standard multiply function. The predicates HasChild and HasBigSister take a node 

and maps it to true if a node has a child or has an immediate sibling to the right of it. 

Otherwise, they map a node to false. 

2.2.3 The Rules and Their Execution 

The following ASM rules are capable of giving the operational semantics of the 

C language having only the syntactic constructs given in the C program. New rules can 

be added so that the extended rules can give the operational semantics of the whole C 

language. Before the update rules are given, a pictorial representation of the C program 

is shown below in Figure 2.1. Secondly, the rules for the ASM wiU be given and each rule 

will be explained briefly. 

The rules can be classified under two categories: 
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nl (̂  root J 

n2[ declaration] n3[assignment ] n4( assignment) 

n5(̂  identifier J 

n6(3 
n7[ identifier) n8[multiply J 

constant) 
n9[ identifierj 

nl0(c constant j 

Figure 2.1: Tree representation of the C sample program 

• Rules governing the movement of the current node. These rules have the movement 

keyword part of their names. 

• Rules specifying how to update memory locations follow the movement rules. 

During the execution of the update rules, movement-governing rules will specify 

which node to go in the next state and the memory-update rules will decide what values 

are to be assigned to the nodes. Let us next look at the rules briefly: 

Root Movement Rule 

if C = root and HasChild(C) then 
if Val(Childl(C)) = undef then 

C := Childl(C) 
LastVistiedChild(C) : - Childl(C) 

elseif HasBigSister (Last VisitedChild(C)) then 
C := BigSister(LastVisitedChild(C)) 
LastVistiedChild(C) := BigSister(LastVisitedChild(C)) 

endif 
endif 

The Root Movement Rule becomes applicable when the current node is the root node of 

the tree and there is at least one child that has not been visited yet. It starts checking 

the first child and after children from the leftmost one are visited, it keeps moving to the 

right child. 
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Leaf Movement Rule 

if C is a leaf then C := Parent(C) endff 

This rule makes it possible to move up in the tree if the current node is a leaf node. 

Assignment Movement Rule 

if Label(C) = assignment then 
ff Val(Childl(C)) = undef then 

C := Childl(C) 

elseff Val(Child2(C)) = undef then 
C := Child2(C) 

else C:= Parent(C) 
Val(Childl(C)) := undef 
Val(Child2(C)) := undef 

endif 

endif 

An assignment node has always two children, the left child an address and the second a 

constant or another address. This rule changes the current node to the first and second 

child, respectively. Whenever the two children have been visited, the current node moves 

up in the tree, making the children undef again for another possible visit. 

Multiply Movement Rule 

if Label(C) = multiply then 

if Val(Childl(C)) = undef then C:= Childl(C) 
elseif Val(Child2(C)) = undef then C := Child2(C) 
else C := Parent(C) 

Val(Childl(C)) := undef 
Val(Child2(C)) := undef 

endif 
endif 

An multiply node has always two children (two operands). This rules changes C to the 

first and second child, respectively. Whenever the two children have been visited, the cur

rent node moves up in the tree, making the children undef again for another possible visit. 
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Declsiration Rule 

if Label(C) = declaration then Val(C) := ChooseAddr endif 

Declaration rule assigns addresses to the nodes labeled with declaration using ChooseAddr 

function. 

Identifier Rule 

if Label(C) = identifier then Val(C) := Val(Decl(Varnamed(C))) endff 

The VarNamed function takes a node labeled with identifier and maps it to its identifier 

name. In turn, the Decl function takes this variable name and assigns to them their cor

responding declaration nodes. 

Constant Rule 

if Label(C) = constant then Val(C) := ConstVal(C) endif 

The constant rule maps integer numerals to their corresponding integer numbers using 

Const Val function. 

Assignment Rule 

if Label(C) = assignment and Val(Childl(C) 7̂  undef and 
Val(Child2(C)) $\neq$ undef then 

ff Label(Child2(C)) = identifier then 
Contents(Val(Childl(C)) := Contents(Val(Child2(C)) 
Val(C) := Contents(Val(Child2(C)) 

else Contents(Val(Childl(C)) := Val(Child2(C)) 
Val(C) := Val(Child2(C)) 
endif 

endif 

If both of the children of an assignment node have been visited (have values other than 

undef), then these this rule is executed. It assigns the value of the second child to the 

memory location identified by the first child. 
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Multiply Rule 

if Label(C) = multiply and Val(Childl(C))^ undef and 
and Val(Child2(C))$\neq$ undef then 

ff Label(Childl(C)) = identifier and Label(Child2(C)) = identifier then 
Val(C) := Contents(Childl(C)) * Contents(Child2(C)) 

elseif Label(Childl(C)) = identifier and Label(Child2(C))7^ identifier then 
Val(C) := Contents(Childl(C)) * Val(Child2(C)) 

elseff Label(Childl(C))7^ identifier and Label(Child2(C)) = identifier then 
Val(C) := Val(Childl(C)) * Contents(Child2(C)) 

else Val(C) := Val(Childl(C)) * Val(Child2(C)) 
endif 

endif 

It checks first the types of values of the nodes which could only be an identifier or constant. 

The former's contents can be multiplied with the values of nodes that are constants. That 

is why, the multiplication rule checks for the four possible combination of two children 

nodes of a multiply node. 

Figure 2.2 shows the run for the initial state derived from the C program. The 

functions whose interpretations have been changed at a state are italicized at the next 

state. The nodes whose values set to undef are not shown in the states. At the initial 

state So, Cis mapped to the root node. An examination of the rules will reveal that only 

the root movement rule is applicable at this state. Since the first child is not visited yet 

(its value being undef), Cis going to be the node labeled •withdeclaration. The next state 

is Si. At state Si there are two rules applicable; declaration and leaf movement rule since 

the label of node n2 is declaration and it is a leaf node. At state Si ChooseAddr function 

will pick the first available memory address for storage from a pool of available addresses. 

Let us call this memory address picked addr-x, which becomes the value of n2. The leaf 

movement rule movement carries C from n2 to nl. As a result, two changes have been 

made at state Si: Cis assigned the root node and the value of n2 is addr-x. At state 52, 

C becomes n5 with the root movement rule and so forth. At state 57 the value of node n6 

is assigned to addr-x and to node nS so that the contents of addr-x and the value of node 

nS itself are 5. C is also set to nl, the root node. Node n4 and its subtree is evaluated 

in the same fashion and the contents of addr-x is assigned 10. State Sis is the final state 

where no rule is applicable and addr-x contains 10. 
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C = nl 
Root mo^. 
— - - — 4 C = n2 

Decl 
Leaf mc 

^ 
C = nl 
yal(n2) = addr-x 

Root mov. 

5o Si 

C = n3 
yal(n2) = addr-x 

53 

C = n5 
Assig. mov V^(J J2 ) = addr-x 

) 

Leaf mov. 

Identifier 
C = n3 
Val(n5) = addr-x 

^a l (n2) = addr-x 

55 

Assig. mov 
C = n6 
Val(n2) = addr-x 

^a l (n5) = addr-x 

Leaf mov. 

Identifier 

C = n3 
Val(n6)=5 
Val(n2)=addr-x 

iyal(n5)=addr-x 

57 

Assig mov 
Assign 

C = nl 
Val(n3)=5 
Contents (addr-x)=5 

^Val(n2)=addr-x 

C = n4 
Contents(addr-x)=5 

Root mo^yal(n3) = 5 
)Val(n2) = addr-x 

Assig mov 

C = n7 
Contents(addr-x)=5 Leaf mov 
Val(n3) = 5 y.^tifier 

^Val(n2) = addr-x 

C = n4 
Val(n7) = addr-x 
Contents(addr-x)=5 

^Val(n3) = 5 
yal(n2) = addr-x 

5ii 

C = nS 
Contents(addr-x)=5 

Assig mo'^'al(°7) = addr-x 
_ _ ! _ _ j V a l ( n 3 ) = 5 

|yal(n2) = addr-x 

5l2 

multiply 

Si3 • • • 5 i f 

C = W 
Val(n8)=10 
Contents (addr-x)=10 
Val(n3) = 5 
Val(n2) = addr-x 

.)Val(n7) = addr-x 

Assig mov 
Assign. 

C=nl 
Contents (addr-x)=10 
Val(n2) = addr-x 
Val(n3) = 5 

^aJ(n4) = 10 

Final State 

Figure 2.2: States of the ASM 
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CHAPTER 111 

SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF SequenceL 

This chapter starts with an overview of SequenceL and its syntax. The rest of the 

chapter deals with giving the formal semantics of the SequenceL language using ASM's. 

The ASM we will define in this chapter can be thought of as an abstract interpreter for 

SequenceL. First, the vocabulary, universe, and ASM rules of this ASM are given. This is 

followed by three example evaluations of SequenceL expressions running on this abstract 

interpreter. 

3.1 Overview of SequenceL 

The distinguishing feature of SequenceL is the implicit use normalization, trans

pose, and distribute (NTD) operations on an argument before an operator or a function 

is applied. Basically, normalization expands shorter components of a sequence so that all 

the elements of the sequence are equal in terms of their cardinality. Transpose groups 

the corresponding elements from each component of a sequence. Distribute applies an 

operator or a function to each component of its argument sequence. The operators or 

functions are applied recursively until the base case is reached. The following examples 

illustrate the intuitive effects of NTD process where -^ is read evaluates to. 

-\-[3, 10] -^ 13. (Base case) 

+[[1, 2, 3], [10, 20, 30]] ^ [11, 22, 33]. 

+[3, [10, 20, 30]] -^ [13, 23, 33]. 

+[3,[[10, 20], [30, 40]]] ^ [[13, 23],[33, 43]]. 

Let us look more closely at the last example. Normalization of the argument yields: 

[[3,3],[[10, 20], [30, 40]] ] 

Transpose of the normalized sequence and distribution of the + operator on the (normal

ized and transposed) sequence yields: 

[+[3, [10,20]], +[3,[30,40]]]. 

The same set of operations (NTD) is performed and the resulting sequence is: 

[ [+[3,10], +[3,20]], [+[3,30], +[3,40]] ]. 
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Each addition operator can now act directly on its argument sequence since we have 

reached the base case for each operator. The resulting sequence is the final one: 

[ [13, 23], [33, 43] ]. 

3.2 Syntax 

The syntax of SequenceL is given below: 

L ::= A, L I E, L I A 

V ::= id 

T ::= [ ] I [T L] I V I id(T) | constant | Op(T) | T(M) | gen([T, ... ,T]) 

M ::= ah, M | T, M | aU j T 

L ::= ,T L I T 

Op::= * I + I I / I transpose | abs | sqrt | cos | sin | tan 

I log I mod I reverse | rotateright | rotateleft 

I cartesianproduct | Append 

R ::= <(T) I >(T) | =(T) ( <=(T) | >=(T) | <>(T) | 

C ::= R I and(R) | or(R) | not(R) 

B ::= T I T when C | T when C, B 

F ::= id(T) = [B] 

P ::^ {{F*} T} 

Initial states are parse trees of SequenceL programs (P's in the grammar). We 

will show an initial state of a matrix multiply function as a text, parse tree and its 

representation as functions in the ASM that we will build in the rest of this chapter. 

Matrix multiply is defined as 

mm[s] = (+(*([s]))) 

in SequenceL. Let us assume that we have a function call to mm with its argument as 

follows 

[mm, [[1,4],[8,3]], [transpose[[6,5],[7,2]]]] 

The parse tree of this initial tableau is shown in Figure 3.1 in which the function 
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4MM X^ 
Yj^Transpos^ (arg 

C 

Z([[6,5],[7,2]]) 

Figure 3.1: An initial tableau of a matrix multiply 

caU is shown on the left and the function definition on the right. The capital letters are 

placed to the left of the nodes to be able to refer to each individual node. 

The initial tableau (state) shown in Figure 3.1 is represented as Child and Label 

functions of the ASM we wiU build. They are shown below: 

Child{T, 1) = U 
Child{\J, 1) = W 
Child{\J, 2) = X 
Child{X, 1) = Y 
Child{Y, 1) = Z 
Child{A, 1) = B 
Child(B, 1) = C 

V 

Label{T) = mm 
Label{\]) = Seq 
Label{W) = [[1,4],[8,3]] 
Label{X) = Seq 
Label{Y) = Transpose 
Label{Z) = [[6,5],[7,2]] 
Label(A) = + 
Label{B) = * 
Label{C) — arg 

Starting from the following section we will define the universe, vocabulary, and 

rules of this abstract interpreter which we will call the SequenceL ASM. 

3.3 The Universe 

The universe is composed of the two disjoint domains: Nodes and Labels. The 

Labels domain is the union of the following disjoint domains : ProcessNames, Arithmeti-

cOperators, FunctionNames, ListOperators, Sequences, and {undef). Nodes is thought 
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of as a set of nodes used in the tree representation of the tableau. ArithmaticOperators 

consists of the set of {+, -, / , *, >, <, <, >}. ProcessNames is thought of as a set of 

process names that are used to identify processes. ListOperators is the set of operators 

Append, Collapse, Normalize, Transpose, Index, Tail, Length, and Normalizel. Sequences 

is thought of as the set of all sequences and a sequence is defined in Definition 3.1. 

3.4 The Vocabulary 

We use subscripts to denote a function's arity. The vocabulary ^contains {Sequencci, 

Lengthi, MaxLeui, Extend2, Normalizei, Normalizeli,Transposei, Apply2, Labeh, 

Child2, GetProcNamei, Newnodei, Activei, Leafi, FuncDefi, Distributedi, and FuncDef2 

}. The static functions are Sequence, Length, MaxLen, Extend, Normalize, and Transpose. 

The dynamic functions are Apply, Label, Child, GetProcName, Newnode, Active, Leaf, 

NumOfChildren, FormSeq, Par, Distributed, and FuncDef The nullary function symbols 

true, false, undef, and the equality sign, <, >, >, <, and the standard propositional logic 

connectives are contained in the vocabulary. 

The semantics of the function symbols in the vocabulary V is defined in following 

section. 

3.5 Semantics of Static Functions 

Static function symbols are those whose interpretations do not change during any 

computation. Their definitions are given below: 

Definition 3.1 (Sequence). A sequence of type 0 is either an integer, an atom, or undef 

A sequence of type n is a map from positive integers to sequences of at most type n-1, 

mapping all but finitely many positive integers to undef For every x the unary function 

symbol Sequence{x) evaluates to true if a; is a sequence, false otherwise. We will write 

[xi, ..., Xn] for the sequence which maps i to Xi, 1 •< i < n. 

Example 3.1. [a, 1, 5] is of type 1 and [1, [[5]]] is of type 3. 

Definition 3.2 (Member). Let s be a sequence and i a positive integer. 

Member(i, s) = s(i). 

Example 3.2. Let s be the sequence [1, [2, 3]]. Member{2, s) = s(2) which is [2, 3]. 
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Definition 3.3 (Length). If s is a non-empty sequence of type > 0, then Length(s) is 

the maximum argument of s that maps to a non-undef va\n&. For a sequence s of type-0, 

Length{s) = 0. For an empty sequence, Length{W) = 0. 

Example 3.3. The length of [1, a, 3] and [1, [2, 3]] are 3 and 2, respectively 

Definition 3.4 ( e ) . Let s and x be sequences, we write that a; G s if for some non-

negative integer k, s{k) = x. 

Example 3.4. Let s be the sequence [1, [2, 3]] and x [2, 3]. Here x £ s since for 

k=2, s{2) = X. 

Definition 3.5 (MaxLen). Let x and s be sequences. MaxLen{s) is defined to be 

max {Length{x) | a; 6 s}. 

Example 3.5. Let s be the sequence [2, [4, 5, 6], [[8, 2]]]. 

MaxLen{s) = max {Length{2), Length{[^, 5, 6]), Length{[[?>, 2]]) } = max {0, 3, 1} = 3. 

Definition 3.6 (Extend). Let s be a non-empty sequence of type > 0, and j a non-

negative integer. The Extend function is defined as below. 

For a sequence of type n > 0: 

Extendis ) = [ ^^' ^^^ '̂ ~ l)mod{Length{s))) + 1), ff i < j , 

\ Xi. undef, ff i > j . 

For a sequence a of type 0: 

f Xi. a, if i < j , 

Xi. undef, if i > j . 

Example 3.6. Let sbe the sequence [a, b, 4]. Extend{[a, h, 4], 8) = [a, b, 4, a, b, 4, a, b]. 

Definition 3.7 (Normalization). Let s be a sequence. Normalization is performed by 

the function ri, which is defined as r]{s) = A i Extend{s{i), MaxLen{s)). 

Example 3.7. Normalization extends shorter components of a sequence so that their 

cardinalities are the same. Let s be the sequence [[3, 4], [4], [2, 1, 43]]. 

vis) = [[3, 4, 3], [4, 4, 4], [2, 1, 43]]. 

Definition 3.8 (Transpose). Transpose operation groups together corresponding ele

ments of a sequence's components. Let s be a sequence. 

Transpose of (s) = X i. X j . {s(j)){i). 
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Example 3.8. Let s be [[1, 2, 3], [4, ,5 ,6]]. 

Transpose of [[1, 2, 3], [4, ,5 ,6]] is [[1, 4], [2, 5], [3, 6]]. 

Definition 3.9 (Clip). Clip function cuts off the last element from the rest of a se

quence so that the resulting sequence is the same sequence without the last one. Let s be 

a non-empty sequence of type > 0. Function Clip is defined to be: 

{ Xi. undef, if i = Length{s), 

Xi. s{i), otherwise. 

Example 3.9. Let s be the sequence [[1, 2], 5, [3, 8]]. Clip{s) = [[1, 2], 5]. 

Definition 3.10 (Append). Let x, y, and s be sequences. The Append function con

catenates sequences into a sequence which is defined as follows: 

Append{[o^) = x. 

Append{[]) = []. 

( Xi. x{i), if 1 < « < Length{x), 

Xi. y{i — Length{x)), if i > Length{x). 

Append{s) = Append [ Append{Clip{s)), s{Length{s)) ], if Length{s) > 0. 

Example 3.10. Let 5 be the sequence [[a], [[b,c]], [e,f,g]]. Append{s) is the sequence 

[a,[b,c],e,f,g]. 

Definition 3.11 (Tail). Let s be a sequence and i a positive integer. Tail function is 

defined to be: Tail{s) = Xi. s{i + 1). 

Example 3.11. Let s be the sequence [[a,b],l,[2,4]]. Tail{s) = [1,[2,4]3. 

Definition 3.12 (Collapse). Let x, y and she sequences. The CoHapsefunction removes 

undef s from a sequence, resulting in a sequence. Its definition is given below: 

Collapsed]) = []. 

Collapse{[x]) = [a;]. 

Collapse{[x, undef\) = [x]. 

Collapse{[undef, x]) = [x]. 

Collapseis) = Append [ [s(l)], Collapse{Tail{s)) ], ff s is a sequence of two or more non

empty sequences. 

Example 3.12. Let s be the sequence [undef, [a, b], undef, 3]. Collapse{s) = [[a,b],3]. 
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Definition 3.13 (Type). Function Type refers to the type of a sequence as given in 

Definition 3.1. It is basically the level of nesting of a sequence. 

Example 3.13. Let Si and S2 be the sequences [a, b, [4]] and [[[l,2],a], 6]. Type{si) = 2 

and Type{s2) =3. 

Definition 3.14 (Index). Let s be a sequence. The Index chooses the member from a 

sequence indexed by a positive integer. It is defined to be: 

Index{s) = Member{Member{l, gs(Label)(X)), Member{2, gs(Label)(X))) where gs is the 

interpretation function at state S. 

Example 3.14. Let the interpretation of function Label for a node X at state S be the 

sequence [1, [3, 4, 7]. 7rjdea;([l, [3, 4, 7]]) = 3. 

Definition 3.15 (Normalizel). Let s be a sequence. The Normalizel function is de

fined as: 

r s(i), ff Type(s) = Type(s(i)) + 1, 
NormalizeDepth(s) = Xi. < 

[ [s(i)], otherwise. 

Normalizel(s)= r](NormalizeDepth(s)). rj is defined in Definition 3.7. 

Example 3.15. Let s be the sequence [3, [[8, 5]]]. 

Normalizel(s) = 7?([[3],[[8,5]]]) = [[3,3],[[8,5]]]. 

Definition 3.16 (Apply). Let s be a sequence of type 1 and op be the arithmetic 

operators: + , - , * , / . 

5(1), if Length(s) = 1, 

s(l)ops(2), if Length(s) = 2, 

^ (s(Length(s))opApply(op, Clip(s))), ff Length(s) > 2. 

Apply(op, s) = < 

Example 3.16. Let si be the sequence [3, 4, 5], Ss [4], and op be the addition operator. 

Apply(+, [3, 4, 5]) = 12 and Apply(+, [4]) = 4. 

Definition 3.17 (Apply). Let s be a sequence and op one of the binary operators <, 

>, <, >, <>, = 

f s(\)ops(2), if Length(s) = 2, 
Apply(op, s) = < 

[ undef, otherwise. 
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Example 3.17. Let s be the sequence [3,4]. Apply(=, s) evaluates to false. 

Definition 3.18 (Apply). Let op be one of ListOperators (Append, Index, Tail, Length, 

Collapse, Normalize, Transpose, Normalizel) and s be a sequence. 

Apply(op, s) = op(s). 

Please see definitions 3.10, 3.14, 3.11, 3.3, 3.12, 3.7, 3.8, 3.15 for list operators. 

Example 3.18. Let s be the sequence [2, [3,1]]. Apply(Normalizel, s) = [[2,2],[3,1]]. 

3.6 Semantics of Dynamic Functions 

Dynamic functions' signatures are given below. 

Label : Nodes i-̂  Labels U undef 

GetProcName : N i-̂  ProcessNames 

Newnode : N U 0 U Nodes ^ Nodes 

Child : Nodes x N H^ Nodes U undef 

NumOfChildren : Nodes i-> N U 0 U undef 

FormSeq : Nodes i—> Sequences U undef 

Leaf : Nodes i—> {true, false} U undef 

Active : Nodes H^ {true, false} U undef 

Par : Nodes i—> {true, false} U undef 

Distributed : Nodes H^ {true, false} U undef 

FuncDef : Nodes U FunctionNames i—> {true, false} U undef 

The dynamic function symbols are explained in the following definitions. 

Definition 3.19 (Label). La6e/maps nodes to an element of one of its domains described 

in Section 3.3 or to undef. 

Definition 3.20 (GetProcName). In a given state, GetProcName maps each natural 

number to a ProcessName which is not currently the label of any node. GetProcName is 

a dynamic external function which cannot appear on the left hand side of an assignment. 

Definition 3.21 (Newnode). In a given state, Newnode maps each node or non-negative 

number to a distinct unlabeled node. This is a dynamic external function. 
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Definition 3.22 (Child). Child maps a node and a positive integer to another node. 

Our visualization of the tableau depends on child relation in a given state. 

Definition 3.23 (NumOfChildren). NumOfChildren maps from a node to a positive 

integer or to 0. The positive integer denotes the largest number for which the Child 

function is not undef foi that node. If it maps to 0, then Child maps all positive integers 

to undef fox that node. NumOfChildren is a dynamic external function. 

Definition 3.24 (FormSeq). FormSeq forms a sequence from its child nodes' labels. It is 

defined as gs(FormSeq)(X) = Xi. gs(Label)(gs(Child)(X, i)) where gs is the interpretation 

function at state S. 

Definition 3.25 (Leaf). It can be shown by induction that if a node n does not have 

a first child, then it does not have any other child node. Leaf(n) = false if and only if 

Child(n, 1) = undef. 

Definition 3.26 (Active). Active(n) evaluates to true for a node n (except for a node 

labeled with 5) if the following conditions are met: 

1. n's label is a function name, process name, or an operator with an argument sequence 

and n does not have any node labeled with a function name, process name, or an 

operator as its descendant. 

2. n is not a descendant of the second or the third child a node labeled with when whose 

first child is not fully evaluated (the first child of a when node is the condition node). 

3. Par = false, that is, node n has not been chosen to be executed as a parallel process. 

Also, n is not a descendant of a node m such that Par(m) = true. 

A node labeled with 6 is always active if its second child is a sequence. 

Definition 3.27 (Par). Although SequenceL can detect inherent parallelisms, its seman

tics does not require parallelly executable subtasks to be performed in parallel. The im

plementation determines which subtasks will be executed in parallel. The Par is external 

function because our semantics does not make any commitment about when parallelism 

opportunities should be exploited. 
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Definition 3.28 (FuncDef). In a given state Func£)e/function maps a node and a 

function name to true if the first argument node is associated with the second argument 

function name. Otherwise, it maps to false. This is another external function. 

Definition 3.29 (Distributed). In a given state. Distributed function maps each node 

to true if that node is labeled with a function name and has been distributed before by 

the Distribution Rule (rule 0). Otherwise, it maps it to false. 

3.7 The Transition Rules 

The rules for the ASM machine are given in this section. 

ArithmeticOperatorNT Rule(l) 
Var X ranges asynchronously over Nodes 
Var T ranges over ArithmeticOperators 

ff Active(X) and Label(X) = T and Child(Y, 1) = X and 
Type(Label(Child(X, 1)) > 1 then 

Child(Y, 1) := Newnode(O) 
Label(Newnode(0)) := S 
Child(Newnode(0), 1) := Newnode(l) 
Label(Newnode(l)) := Label(X) 
Child(Newnode(0), 2) := Newnode(2) 
Label(Newnode(2)) := Transpose 
Child(Newnode(2),l) := Newnode(3) 
Label(Newnode(3)) := Normalize 
Child(Newnode(3), 1) := Nenwode(4) 
Label(Newnode(4)) := Label(Child(X, 1)) 

endif 

ArithmeticOperatorNT Rule may immediately fire whenever an arithmetic operator's 

child's label is a sequence of type > 1. In this case, the argument sequence needs to be 

normalized. 

ArithmeticOperator Rule(2) _ ^ 

Var X and Y range asynchronously over Nodes 
Var T ranges over AritmeticOperators 

ff Active(X) and Label(X) = T and Type(Label(Child(X, 1))) = 1 then 
Label(X) := Apply(Label(X), Label(Child(X, 1))) 
Child(X, 1) := undef 

endif 
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Whenever the label of a child of an arithmetic operator is a sequence is of type 1, then 

the operator can be applied directly on its argument sequence. 

Distribute Rule(3) 

Var X and Y range synchronously over Nodes 
Var I, J and K range over N 

ff Active(X) and Label(X) = 6 and 3 = Length(Label(Child(X, 2))) and 
1 < 1 < J and Child(Y, K) = X then 

Label(Newnode(0)) := Seq 
Child(Newnode(0), I) := Newnode(I) 
Label(Newnode(I)):= Label (Child (X, 1)) 
Distributed(Newnode(I)) := true 
Child(Newnode(I), 1) := Newnode(J + I) 
Label(Newnode(J + I)) := Member(I, Label(Child(X, 2))) 
Child(Y, K) := Newnode(O) 

endif 

The Distribute rule distributes an operator or a function over the components of its ar

gument sequence. Whenever a node labeled with S is active, this rule can fire. 

Parallelize Rule(4) 

Var X and Y range asynchronously over Nodes 
Var I ranges over N 

if Child(X, I) = Y and ~Leaf(Y) and Par(Y)then 
Label(Newnode(0)) := GetProcName(l) 
Label(Newnode(l)) := GetProcName(l) 
Child(Newnode(l), 1) := Y 
Child(X, I) := Newnode(O) 

endif 

Parallelize rule may spawn new processes under which part of a computation can be per

formed. We make no commitment about when a function or operator node together with 

its subtree is chosen to be carried under a new process. 
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Form a Sequence Rule(5) 

Var X ranges synchronously over nodes 
Var I ranges over N 

if Label(X) = Seq and AllChildrenSeqences(X) and 
1 < I < NumOfChidlren(X) then 

Label(X) := FormSeq(X) 
Child(X, I) := undef 

endif 

When children of a node labeled with Seq are all fully evaluated sequences, this rule is 

ready to fire. With its update set execution a new sequence is formed from the children 

nodes' labels. 

Collect Rule(6) 

Var X and Y range asynchronously over Nodes 
Var P ranges over ProcessNames 

ff Label(X) = P and Sequence(Label(Child(X, 1))) and 
Label(Y) = P and X ^ Y then 

Process(P) := false 
Label(Y) := Label(Child(X, 1)) 
Label(X) := garbage 

endif 

When a process node has a child whose label is fully evaluated sequence, it is ready to 

return it to its parent process. This rule may immediately fire whenever there is such a 

process node ready to return the result of its computation to its parent process. 
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Function Body Instantiation(7) 

Var Z ranges asynchronously over Nodes 
Var U, W, X, and Y range synchronously over Nodes 
Var F ranges over FunctionNames 
Var I and J range over N 

if Label(Z) = F and Child(Z, 1) = U and Sequence (U) and 
Label(U) = Normalizel(Label(U)) then 

Block 
ff FuncDef(X, F) and Root(X) and Child(W, J) = Z then 

Label(Newnode(X)) := Label(X) 
Child(W, J) := Newnode(X) 
Label(Z) := garbage 

endif 
if FuncDef(X, F) and Child(Y, 1) = X and Label(X) 7̂  arg then 

Label(Newnode(X)) := Label(X) 
Child(Newnode(Y), I) := Newnode(X) 

endif 
ff FuncDef(X, F) and Label(X) = arg and Child(W, I) = X then 

Child(Newnode(W), I) := Newnode(X) 
Label(Newnode(X)) := Label(U) 

endif 
EndBlock 

endif 

Function Body Instantiation Rule may fire whenever normalization has no effect on a 

function node's argument sequence. Variable Z maps to the node labeled with a function 

name, whereas the other variables ranging over nodes corresponds to the nodes in the 

function body and function call. The body of the function is copied all at once because 

they are copied synchronously. Each function instance is copied possibly at different times 

because they are copied asynchronously. The first if-then copies the root node of a func

tion definition, the second if-then all other nodes in a function body except for the nodes 

whose labels are arg, and the last if-then those nodes that are labeled with arg. 
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FunctionNT Rule(8) 

Var X, Y, and Z ranges asynchronously over Nodes 
Var F ranges over FunctionNames 
Var I ranges over N 

ff Label(Y) = F and Child(Y, 1) = X and Child(Z, 1) = Y and 
Label(X) 7̂  Normahzel(Label(X)) then 

ff Distributed(Y) then 
Label(Newnode(3)) := Normalizel 

endif 
if Distributed(Y) then 

Label(Newnode(3)) := Normahze 
endif 
Child(Z,i) := Newnode(O) 
Label(Newnode(0)) := S 
Child(Newnode(0), 1) := Newnode(l) 
Label(Newnode(l)) := Label(Y) 
Child(Newnode(0), 2) := Newnode(2) 
Label(Newnode(2)) := Transpose 
Child(Newnode(2), 1) := Newnode(3) 
Child(Newnode(3), 1) := Newnode(4) 
Label(Newnode(4)) := Label(X) 

endif 

This rule can fire whenever a function node has an argument sequence that needs to be 

normalized (when normalization has an effect on an argument sequence). 

When Rule(9) 
r 

Var X and Y range asynchronously over Nodes 
Var I ranges over N 

ff Active(X) and Label(X) = when and Child(Y, 1) = 
ff Label(Child(X, 1)) = true then 

Child(Y, I) := Child(X, 2) 
else Child(Y, I) := Child(X, 3) 
endif 

endif 

= X then 

A node labeled with when has always 3 children. The first is the condition, second is the 

then and the third is the else. If the condition node's label is true then the second child is 

made the child of when's parent. Otherwise, the third child replaces the when node and 

becomes the child of when's parent node. 
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ListOperators Rule(lO) 

Var X ranges asynchronously over Nodes 
Var O ranges over ListOperators 

ff Active(X) and Label(X) = O then 
Label(X) := Apply(Label(X), Label(Child(X,l))) 
Child(X, 1) := undef 

endif 

Whenever a node labeled with Append, Index, Tail, Length, Normalize, Normalizel, Trans

pose, or Collapse is active, the operation is applied to its argument sequence. 

3.8 SequenceL Examples 

We will first foUow the evaluation of a SequenceL expression. A possible run is 

shown Figure 3.2 through Figure 3.11. Each parallelly executable task is associated with 

a process name. Those process names are the labels of the root nodes of each distinct 

tree. The rules are given next and how they apply is discussed. 

In this section we will look at the evaluation of the SequenceL expression +([3, [2, 1]]). 

By using the rules shown in the previous section we wiU examine a possible run. In figures, 

graphical representation of states, a node that can fire a rule is shown with a asterisk to 

the left of it. 

.© 
([3,[2,1]]3 

Figure 3.2: Initial state for +[3, [2,1]] 

The expression +[3, [2, 1]] forms an initial state shown in Figure 3.2. At this 

state, only the node labeled with + is active and there is only one rule enabled, the 

ArithmeticOperatorNT Rule (Rule 1). This rule is enabled since the argument sequence 

to + operator is does not form a base case so that NTD needs to be performed. This 
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rule is the only rule that can fire at this state. The next state after executing the set of 

updates associated with Rule 1 is shown in Figure 3.3. 

(follows immediately) 
r 

) [ 

( 

* 

Transpose 

Normalize 

[[3.12.111) 

) 

) 

Figure 3.3: ListOperators R. (rule 10) 

The only active node at this state is the node labeled with Normalize shown in 

Figure 3.3. This node enables the ListOperators Rule (Rule 10). This rule is the only 

rule that can fire at this state. Normalization operation is applied to on the argument 

sequence and the resulting state is shown in Figure 3.4. 

(follows immediately) 

Figure 3.4: ListOperators R. (rule 10) 

At this state, the node labeled with Transpose is the only active node shown in 

Figure 3.4. Thus, the only rule that can fire is the ListOperators Rule (Rule 10). The 
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argument sequence is transposed and the next state after transpose is shown in Figure 3.5. 

(follows immediately) 

Figure 3.5: Distribute R. (rule 3) 

The node labeled with 6 is the only active node at this state shown in Figure 3.5. 

The set of updates associated with the Distribute Rule (Rule 3) is to be executed at this 

state. The operator is distributed component-wise on the sequence argument. The next 

state is shown in Figure 3.6. 

(follows immediately) 
/• 

(seq) 

(+ ) ( 

( [3,2]) [ 

+J 

[3,1]) 

Figure 3.6: ArithmeticOperatorNT R. (rule 1) and Parallelize R. (rule 4) 

At this state shown in Figure 3.6, we assume that the Par function evaluates to 

true for the right hand side node labeled with + so that it is going to be executed possibly 

in parallel. There are two rules enabled at this state: The ArithmeticOperatorNT Rule 

(Rule 1) and the Parallelize Rule (Rule 4). In our current run, the Rule 4 fires first. 
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though either rule could fire first or at the same time. After executing the set of updates 

associated with Rule 4at this state, the resulting state is shown in Figure 3.7. 

(follows immediatly) 

Figure 3.7: ArithmeticOperator R. (rule 2) 

At this state shown in Figure 3.7, both of the nodes labeled with + are active so 

that two instances of the ArithmeticOperator Rule (Rule 2) are enabled. In this particular 

run we assume that the Rule 2 is executed first for the node labeled with + under process 

P2- The next state is shown in Figure 3.8. 

(follows immediately) 
f 

(SeqJ 

ii) ®̂ 
( [3,2]) 

© 
( 4 ) 

J 

Figure 3.8: ArithmeticOperator R. (rule 2) and Collect R. (rule 6) 

At this state shown in Figure 3.8, the process P2 and the node labeled with + 

are the active nodes so that the Collect Rule (Rule 6) and the ArithmeticOperator Rule 
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(Rule 2) are enabled. In this run, we assume that the Rule 6 will be executed first and the 

next state after executing the set of update associated with Rule 6 is shown in Figure 3.9. 

(follows immediately) 

Figure 3.9: ArithmeticOperator R. (rule 2) 

Figure 3.9 shows a state where the only active node is labeled with +. This node 

enables and fires the ArffhmeticOperator Rule (Rule 2). After executing the set of updates 

associated with Rule 2, we reach the next state shown in Figure 3.10. 

(follows immediately) 

Figure 3.10: Form a Sequence R. (rule 5) 

At this state shown in Figure 3.10 there is only one active node, the node labeled 

with Seq. This node fires the Form a Sequence Rule (Rule 5). After executing the set of 

updates associated with this rule we reach the final state shown in Figure 3.11. 

At this final state, no rules are enabled. The tableau contains [5,4]. 
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(follows immediately) 

[[5, 4]] 

Figure 3.11: Final state for +[3,[2,1]] 

3.8.1 SequenceL Function Evaluation 

In this section, we will give three SequenceL function evaluations, namely the cola, 

matrix multiply and quick sort functions. 

3.8.1.1 cola Function 

The first function we are going to look at is the SequenceL cola function (cost of 

living adjustment). The function is defined as 

cola(x) = [ *(x) ] 

Let the initial tableau be 

[cola, [[10,20],[1.1]]]. 

We will not show function definitions in the tableau even though they are in the 

tableau. We will now examine the execution of rules starting from this initial tableau 

toward the final one. The initial state representing the initial tableau is shown in Fig

ure 3.12. 

/ 

^( cola ) 

[ [[10, 20],[1.1]] J 

V 

Figure 3.12: An initial state for cola 

At this initial state, the tableau contains cola [[10, 20], [1.1]]. The argument to cola 
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function needs to go through an NTD since this is not the base case for a function. The 

only active node is the cola node and it enables and fires the FunctionNT Rule (Rule 8). 

This rule is executed and the next state is shown in Figure 3.13. 

(follows immediately) 

[ cola 

(̂  Transpose j 

[̂  Normalize j 

( [[10, 20],[1.1]]) 

Figure 3.13: ListOperators R. (rule 10) 

At this state shown in Figure 3.13 the only active node is the node labeled with 

Normalize and thus the only rule enabled is the ListOperators Rule (Rule 10). We will skip 

a number of possible states and look at a state where the cola node has been distributed 

over its argument sequence shown in Figure 3.14. 

The tableau shown in Figure 3.14 contains cola [10, 1.1], cola [20, 1.1]. At this 

state we assume at this state that the environment has set the Par function to evaluate 

to true for the right hand side cola node. Therefore, the Parallelize Rule (Rule 4) and the 

Function Body Instantiation Rule (Rule 7) are enabled. In this run we assume that Rule 

7 wiU be executed first so that its update set is executed. After this assumption the next 

state is shown in Figure 3.15. 

At this state the only active node is the one labeled with *. Par function stffl 

evaluates to true for the right hand side node labeled with cola. Therefore, the Ariht-

meticOperator Rule (Rule 2) and the Parallelize Rule (Rule 4) are the enabled rules. We 
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t cola J [ cola ) 

Figure 3.14: Function Body Inst. R. (rule ) and Parallelize R. (rule 4) 

(follows immediately) 

( * ) ( cola ) 

( [10, 1-1]) [ [20, 1.1]) 

Figure 3.15: ArithmeticOperator R. (rule 2) and Parallelize R. (rule 4) 

will again skip the possible intermediate states between this state and final state and look 

at the final state shown in Figure 3.16. 

( [[11.22]] ) 

Figure 3.16: Final state for the cola[[10,20],l.l] 

At the final state shown in Figure 3.16 the tableau contains [11, 22]. 
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3.8.1.2 Matrix Multiply 

The next example function is a matrix multiply function. Matrix Multiply is 

defined as 

mm (s) = [ +(*(s)) ] 

Let the initial tableau be 

[mm, [[7,2],[8,3]], [transpose[[9,4],[l,5]]]] 

For the definition of the matrix multiply function please refer to Figure 3.1. Each 

row of the first matrix is to be combined with all columns of the second matrix. The 

execution of rules with starting with this initial tableau is given in the fohowing graphical 

representations. 

Figure 3.17: An initial state for matrix multiply 

The initial state corresponding to mm, [[[7,2][8,3]], [transpose[[9,l],[4,5]]]] is shown 

in Figure 3.17. The node labeled with Transpose is the only active node. Thus, the 

only rule enabled is the ListOperators Rule (Rule 10). After executing the set of updates 

associated with Rule 10 the next state is reached shown in Figure 3.18. 

The only active node is at the state shown in Figure 3,18 is the one labeled with 

Seq. As a result, the only rule enabled at this state is the Form a Sequence Rule (Rule 5). 

After executing this rule, we reach the next the state shown in Figure 3.19. 
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(follows immediately) 

Figure 3.18: Form a Sequence R. (rule 5) 

At this state the node labeled with Seq is the only active node. This active node 

enables the Form a Sequence Rule (Rule 5). We will look at the state that follows the 

next state of this state shown in Figure 3.20. 

At this state shown in Figure 3.20 the tableau contains mm, [[[7,2],[8,3]], [[[9,1],[4,5]]]]. 

At this state the only active node is the node labeled with mm. Therefore the only rule 

enabled is the FunctionNT Rule (Rule 8) since normalization has an effect on the argu

ment sequence. We will skip a number of possible intermediate states and look at a state 

where mm function has been distributed over its argument sequence shown in Figure 3.21. 

At the state shown in Figure 3.21 the tableau contains mm [[7,2],[[9,1],[4,5]]], mm 

[[8,3],[[9,1],[4,5]]]. The only active node is the one labeled with mm. We assume that the 

Par function evaluates to true for the right hand side node labeled with mm so that it 

will be done in parallel. The rules enabled at this state are the Parallelize Rule (Rule 4) 

and the Function Body Instantiation Rule (Rule 7). We will jump ahead a number of 

possible states and look at a state shown in Figure 3.22. 

At the state shown in Figure 3.22 nodes active are shown with an asterisk to the 

left of them as usual. Thus, the rules enabled are 3 instances of the Function Body 
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(follows immediately) 

Figure 3.19: Form a Sequence R. (rule 5) 

(follows immediately) 

Figure 3.20: FunctionNT R. (rule 8) 

Instantiation Rule (Rule 7) and the ArithmeticNT Rule (Rule 1). We assume in this run 

that Rule 1 will be executed first of all at this state. After executing the set of updates 

associated with Rvde 1, we wiU reach the next state shown in Figure 3.23. 

At the state shown in Figure 3.23, the rule enabled are the 3 instances of the 

FunctionNT Rule (Rule 8), and the ListOperators Rule (Rule 10). We will jump a state 

close to the final state to save space which is shown in Figure 3.24. 

At the state shown in Figure 3.24 the only active node is the node labeled with 

P3. It enables the Collect Rule (Rule 6). After executing the set of updates associated 

with this rule, we reach the next state shown in Figure 3.25. 

Figure 3.25 shows the state where the only node active node is the one labeled 
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( s ^ 

[[[7,2], [[9,1],[4,5]]] 

t im 

([[8,3],[[9,1],[4,5]]]] 
V J 

Figure 3.21: FunctionNT R. (rule 8) and Parallelize R. (rule 4) 

with Seq. It enables the Form a Sequence Rule (Rule 5). Now will jump to the the final 

state from this state shown in Figure 3.26. 

At the state shown in Figure 3.26 contains the tableau [[65,38],[74,47]]. 
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Figure 3.22: Function Body Inst. R.(rule 7), ArithmeticOperator R (rule 1) 
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(follows immediately) 

Figure 3.23: Function Body Inst. R. (rule 7) and ListOperators R. (rule 10) 

Figure 3.24: Collect R. (rule 6) 
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(follows immediately) 

(Seq) 

fseqjl 

([65, 38) 

V 

> 

(?v 
^ ^ f Sed 

( 75J f 47) 

Figure 3.25: Form a Sequence R. (rule 5) 

( [[[65,38],[75,47]]]) 

Figure 3.26: Final state for mm[[7,2],[8,3]],[transpose[[9,4],[l,5]]] 
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3.8.1.3 Quick Sort Example 

The last example is the quicksort function. It is defined as 

quicksort(s) = Append [ quicksort, less,(s), [s(l)], quicksort, great,(s)], when >([n,l]), s 

when <([n,2]) 

The less and great functions are defined to be: 

less (a;) = a;(l), when <([a:(l),x(2)]) 

great (x) = x(l), when >([a;(l),a;(2)]) 

Let the initial tableau be 

quicksort[5,3,6,l] 

The following tree representations show the execution of the quicksort function 

starting with this argument. 

Figure 3.27: Initial State of quick sort 

The initial state for quicksort is shown in Figure 3.27. We assume that the tableau 

at this state contains qsort[5,3,6,1]. In this case the node labeled with qsort is active. 

Therefore it enables the Function Body Instantiation Rule (Rule 7). Since normalization 

has no effect on the argument sequence, we are at the base case for a function. After 

executing the set of updates associated with Rule 7, we reach the next state shown in 

Figure 3.28. 

At the state shown in Figure 3.28 the only active node is the node labeled with 

Length. This node is a descendant of the first child of the node labeled with when. 

No other node will be active untff the first child of a node labeled with when is fully 

evaluated. Please see Definition 3.26. The ListOperators Rule (Rule 10) is enabled at 
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(follows immediately) 

([5, 3, 6, 1]) 

(Lengtlj f l j (̂ Seq̂  

qsort (Seq. 

([5, 3, 6, 1]) 

([5, 3, 6, 1]) 

1 ) ( [ 5 , 3, 6,1]) ( 1 )([5,3,6,1]) 

Figure 3.28: ListOperators R. (rule 10) 

this state. After executing this Rule 10, the next state is reached shown in Figure 3.29. 

At the state shown in Figure 3.29 the only active node is the node labeled with 

Seq. Thus, the only rule enabled is the Form a Sequence Rule (Rule 5). We wiU skip a 

number of states and look at the state shown in Figure 3.30. 

Figure 3.30 shown the state where the nodes labeled with Seq and Tail are ac

tive. Therefore, the Form a Sequence Rule (Rule 5) and the ListOperators Rule (10) 

are enabled. In the current run we assume that the ListOperators Rule fires first. After 

the update set associated with Rule 10 is executed, the next state is reached shown in 

Figure 3.31. 
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(follows immediately) 

(Appenj ([5, 3, 6, 1]) 

([5, 3, 6, 1]) 

1 )([5,3,6,1]) ( 1 )([5,3,6,1]) 

Figure 3.29: Form a Sequence R. (rule 5) 

Two nodes labeled with Seq's are active at the state shown in Figure 3.31 so that 

two instances of the Form a Sequence Rule (Rule 5) are enabled. We will skip a next 

possible state and move to the state where two instances of the ListOperators Rule (10) 

are enabled. This state is shown in Figure 3.32. 

At the state shown in Figure 3.32, two nodes labeled with Collapse and Index are 

the active nodes. They enable two instances of the ListOperators Rule (10). We wih 

assume that the Rule 10 of node labeled with Collapse is fired first and after executing 

the update set associated with Rule 10 at this state, we reach the next state shown in 

Figure 3.33. 
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Figure 3.30: Form a Sequence R. (rule 5) and ListOperators R. (rule 10) 

Nodes labeled with qsort and Index are the active nodes shown in Figure 3.33. 

In this case, the Function Body Instantiation Rule (Rule 7) and the ListOperators Rule 

(Rule 10) are the enabled rules at this state. We will skip a number of next possible states 

and stop at a state next to the final state for this particular run shown in Figure 3.34. 

The only active node at the state shown in Figure 3.34 is the node labeled with 

Append. It causes the ListOperators Rule (Rule 10) to be enabled. After executing the 

set of updates associated with Rule 10, we reach the next state shown in Figure 3.35. 

The state we look at before the final state is shown in Figure 3.35. The only active 

node is the node labeled with Seq so that the Form a Sequence Rule (Rule 5) is the only 

enabled rule. We skip all the intermediate state between this one and final and show the 

final state shown in Figure 3.36. 

At the final state for this run shown in Figure 3.36. The tableau contains [1, 3, 5, 6]. 
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(follows immediately) 

Q^ QM3) 

1 )([5, 3, 6, Ij) 

Figure 3.31: Form a Sequence R. (rule 5) 
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[Appencl 

[Collaps^ [Collaps^ 

[[3, undef 1] j 

(Tnde) 
* ^ ^ ( [3, 6, 1]] j 

( [1,[5,3,6,1 

Figure 3.32: ListOperators R. (rule 10) 

J 
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(qsor^ 

CM3 

(follows immediately) 

[Appenc| 

TseqJ^ 

(W) f qsort 

[Collaps} 

( greajb 

Seq 

Inde> 

( [1,[5,3,6,1]]) 

Figure 3.33: Function Body Inst. R. (rule 7) and ListOperators R. (rule 10) 

Figure 3.34: ListOperators R. (rule 10) 
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(follows immediately) 
r 

(^Appen(| 

*( Seq) 

([1,3]) (W) 

\ 

©̂ 
) 

Figure 3.35: Form a Sequence R. (rule 5) 

[[1,3,5,6]] 

Figure 3.36: Final state qsort[5,3,6,l] 
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3.9 Conclusion 

In this thesis, an RASM that gives operational semantics of SequenceL has been 

presented. The RASM has turned out to have a fairly small number of rules which makes 

it approachable. The reason for choosing RASM's is that they can faithfully refiect the 

asynchronous parallel execution of SequenceL programs. In this respect, other semantics 

techniques seem to fall short of expressing this noticeable characteristic of SequenceL. The 

RASM that has been built in this thesis can be thought of as an abstract interpreter for 

SequenceL on which evaluations of SequenceL expressions can run. A concrete interpreter 

can be built from this abstract one presented in this work. 
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